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ABSTRACT

The nuclear levels in 197Pt have been studied from the decay of

93.4 min 197nPt. The isomeric state was produced by (n,Y) reaction on the en

richcd 196Pt. The Y~ray spectra have been observed with a hyperpure Ge detec

ter and a large volume Ge(Li) detector. The half lives of the 399 KeV and the

53 KeV states were determined with improved .precision. The results are: l\/2

{J99 KeV) - 95.41 ± 0.18 min and T!/2(53 KeV) - 16.58 ± 0.17 ns. The g-factor

ef the 53 KeV 5/2~ state has been measured by 'the gamma-gamma time differen

tial perturbed annular correlation (TDPAC) method in an external magnetic

field of 25.1 kG using the 346 - 53 KeV gamma cascade. The value of g-factor

wa» obtained to be + 0.335 ± 0.010. This result is compared with the known

i $•#actors ef the similar states in t95Pt, and in 197Hg and 199Hg and also
1 with the theoretical calculations based on the quasiparticle-phonon coupling

scheme. Possibility of using the 346 - 53 KeV gaçma cascade in 197Pt in the

fvture TDPAC studies is discussed.
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RESUMO

Os estados nucleares do 197Pt foram estudados a partir do decaimento

do ^ 7 Pt commeia vida de 95.4 min. 0 estado isomerico foi produzido através

da reação (n,v) usando um alvo enriquecido de 196Pt. Qs espectros de raios—y

foram observados com um detector hiperpuro de Ge e outro de Ge(Li) de grande

volume. As meias vidas dos estados de energia 399 KeV e 53 KeV foram deterrai

nados com melhor precisão. Os resultados obtidos são: Tj/2099 KeV) » 95.41 ±

0.18 min e Ti/2(53 KeV) - 16.58 ±0.17ns. 0 fator giromagnetico do estado 5/2"

de energia 53 KeV foi determinado pelo mátodo de correlação angular gama-gama

perturbada diferencial (TDPAC) num campo magnético externo de 25.1 kG usando

a cascata gama de 346 - 53 KeV. 0 valor do fator giromagnetico obtido foi de

+0.335 ± 0.010. Este resultado é comparado com os fatores giromagnéticos cr

nhecidos de estados similares no 195Pt, 197Hg e no 199Hg e também com cálculos

teóricos baseados no esquema de acoplamento quasipartícula-fonon. A possibili

dade de utilizar a cascata gama de 346 - 53 KeV no 197Pt em futuros estudos

com o tf .ndo TDPAC é discutida.
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INTRODUCTION:

Although considerable experimental data on the low-lying levels in

odd-A Pt and Hg isotopes has been reported ' ,. the understanding of the

structure of these nuclei is still unsatisfactory. These isotopes show many

similar features for example the g-factors of the first 5/2" state in I95Pt,
l97Hg and 199Hg are quite similar3'**. In addition the enhancement factor for

the 5/2~ •*• l/2~ E2 transition is approximately ten or more in 195Pt, 197Pt,
197Hg and 199Hg isotopes5 8 which should indicate the predominantly collective

character of the transition. On the other hand recent measurements have shown9

that the quadrupolemoments of the first 5/2 state in 197Hg and 19*Hg differ

by a factor of approximately ten indicating—that some of the properties of

these nuclei might change suddenly in going from one isotope to the .other.

This is not surprising since these nuclei are situated in a transitional

region where the shape of the nucleus can change suddenly from a sphere to a

highly deformed spheroid. These nuclei consequently offer an excellent oppo£

tunity to test our ideas about the phase transitions in the nucleus10.

It has been known for a long time that the interplay of single-

-particle and collective degrees of freedom had an important role in the

description of the low-lying levels of odd Pt and Hp, isotopes. As a matter of

fact de-Shalit11pointed out in 1961 that the properties of the first two

excited states 5/2 and 3/2"* in 19*Hg could be understood in terms of the

core-exitation model by coupling of the p,,2 neutron to the first 2 state

of the neighbouring even-even nucleus. Later on it was noted by Gal12 that

such a simple model however could not be applied to the case of II5Pt and he

suggested a some what different mechanism where an admixture of the first twu

2 states in the even-even core contribute to the formation of the two (5/2 ,

3/2~) doublets. This picture gave a fairly good agreement in the case of 19SPt

f«r the energies and the transition rates. However, with the exception of the

5/2 state at 130 KeV, it could not' explain the observed g-factors of these

states. Kalish and Gal13 and Vianden and Krein1" have used similar approach

ia order to account for the magnetic moments of the 134 KeV and 158 KeV states

i« 1>7Hg and 199Hg respectively but with limited success. It appears that the

calculations of the magnetic moments in these cases are quite sensitive to

the admixture of higher configurations and even to small single-particle

contributions.



The properties oi odd Pt and Kg nuclei were calculated by K.i..ssli::;-.rr

and Sorensen 5 by coupling one quasiparticlc to the harmonic quadrupoli- vil>t£

tions. More recently Fenycs et al 1 6 have used and extended version ot this

coupling scheme, which consists in using en anharmonic quadrupole vibratoi in

the calculation of the energy spectra of odd H R nuclei. In both calculations

the spine and parities of the low-lying states are 1/2 , 3/2 and 5/2 in

agreement with the experiments; but neither of the theoretical results corrc-£

tly describe the spins of the ground states. It was pointed out by Fenvcs ct

al 1 6 that such small energy shifts, in the framework of the approximations

used may be due to correlations which were neglected. Clearly the agreorniírt

between th<j experimental and calculated energy spectrum alone does not con^ti

tute a rigoroiu; test of the model, which in addition should be able to account

for the observed electromagnetic properties of the nuclei.

Our present measurement of the g-factor of the 53 KeV 5/2 state La
1 > 7Pt had two fold interest a) to provide an experimental value of the nia;',ni-i_ic.

moment to further elucidate the nature of this state and b) to invcsiiij/iio

the possibility of using the 346 - 53 KeV gamma cascade in 1 9 7Pt .n the IDI'AC

studies. The 95.A min 13/2 state of 1 9 7Pt almost exclusively depopulates by

th- cascade with 346 KcV and 53 KcV Y~rnys and the large theoretical ;HI;.MI lai

correlatioij coefficient, h?.?. = 0.2207 for the cascade makes it quite attrac

tive for the porturbed angular correlation experiments. The half life o£ the

intermediate state (Tj -2(53 KeV) - 16 n s )
7 is in the range where the time

differential method, which yields the maximum information regarding the inter

action can be employed. It is essential however to know the precise value of

the nuclear moments of the state before it can be ur.ed in the TDPAC sttuii, :;.

We have measured the g-factor of the 53 KeV state by the gamma-gamma TDl'AC

method in an external magnetic field of 25.1 kG using the 346 - 53 KeV gamma

cascade. In addition we have remeasured the half lives of the 399 Kfw ;ind

53 KcV :;tatcü with improved precision over the previously reported valui.-:;.

Theoretical calculation.1; have beer, carried out for the magnetic moment of the

first 5/7 state and for the B(K2; 5/2~ •+ l/2~) value in : 97Pt nucli;t::; and

also in 1<j5Pt, 19/lii', and l99llg nuclei using the qiiasipartic.le-phonon coupl i u;.\

model. Tlii.- resultÍ; arc compared with the experimental data.

EXPKRIMfCNTAl, PluJClCpiJRK AND lUSSULTS

The r.idio.ictivc fntircu!. nf 94.4 inin ''' I't wrre ubtíiíiT-d !'>• • !'

neutron irradiation of tliin pint iiitnn foil.d.<; (- JO myj< m'') >onl aiiiiir.', ');;.V,,



96Pt. The neutron irradiations were carried out in the IEA-IU reactor at Sao

Paulo with i flu:: of :; 10 1 3 n/cr.i'Ji-. Since repented irradiations were ue.i-essary

for the experiment a. number of foils v.'ere prepared and any given foil war• ;:<r,.'iin

irradiated only after a ccolin» poriod of 4-5 days in order Lo reduce the <:ov.

tributions fror.i the decay of 18 h 1 9 7Pt. Only other impurity in the sample

was that of 3D rain 19"Pt present in small quantity.

The direct yray spectrum was observed with a hyperpure p/.rnnti i i:r.

detector as well as with a Ce(Li) detector. The decay of 399 KeV ÍSOHUTÍC

state was follotvcd for approximately 9 h by observing the 346 KeV and 279 iCcV

yrays. F>r this purpose we utilized a 110 cm3 Ge(Li.) detector in conjunction

i/ith a PDP-15 computer based multichannel analysing system. The computer rr

corded the yray spectrum for 10 min at regular interv.nl of timp nnd inr^ .-rite!

the photopeaks. A pul.ser p.ated by the busy signal from the computer was em

ployed to monitor the dead time of the counting system. The photopc;ak area:;

were corrected for the dead time during the counting periods and the half life

was determined from the photopeak areas of the y-rays by the usual least fjquare

fitting procedure to an exponential function.

The half life of the 53 KeV state was determined by the delayer! ,~Y

coincidence method utilizing the 346 - 53 KeV gannna cascade. A 1.5" X I"

NaI(T£) detector and a 1.5" X 1/8" NaI(T£) detector, both coupled to iiu KCA

8575 photomultiplicr tubes were utilized for detecting the 346 KeV and VS I'.cV

•y-rays respectively. A conventional clow-fast coincidence system with con:i.-mt

fraction discriminators in conjunction with a time l:o pulse height converter

and a multichannel analyser was utilized for recording the rime spectrum. The

time resolution of the equipment was measured by using the 343 KeV y~ray and

53 KeV X-ray cascade in the decay of 1 7 5Hf. The time calibration was undr by

usin^ the ORTEC-462 time calibrator. The detectors were placed at 180° to c.'ich

other as close an possible to the source. Rather weak sources were used in

order to keep the random coincidences rato low.

For our time differential experiment for tho |»-factor :nva;;>irci'>i-nv

we utilized a similar set up as for the life time measurement except li'ii two

2" X 2" Nal(Ti) detectors coupled to the KCA «850 an-l RCA 0575 plv.l:<••; >.;-•>•-.

though 30 cm long lucite light p,uide:i were used to detect fclie 5'J !. V .u'.'l

346 KeV y-i'ayc respectively. Magnetic field of 25.1 V:C nupplied by a wat.•.Tmilr

electromagnet waD applied v>crpendicul:ir to the plane of the deu-c.i-\<:-.,. Tin-
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delayed.coincidence spectra for the alternate directions of the magnetic field

were stored in two different subgroups of the multichannel analyser memory

and the field direction vas changed every 10 min with the two detectors main_

tained fixed at 135° with respect to each other. In this manner each source

was measured for 180 min before replacing it with a new source. A total of 80

sources were utilized for this experiment.

The low energy part of the Y-ray spectrum in the decay of 197 Pt

taken with the hyperpure germanium detector is shown in fig. 1. The y-rays in

the decay of 199Pt and l99Au as well as the Pt and Au X-rays are also seen in

this spectrum. The use hyperpure germanium detector permitted a clear observja

tion of the 53 KeV Y~ray along with the 346:KeV yray in the 197BIPt decay.

The decay curves for the 346 KeV and 279 KeV y-rays are shown in fig. 2> Solid

lines are the least square fit of the data to the function, £nN(t) »£nN0 - Xt.

The values of the half lives determined are 95.44 i 0.18 min and 95.38 ±0.34

min for the 346 KeV and 279 KeV -y-rays respectively.

The time distribution of the delayed coincidences for the 346 - 53

KeV cascade is presented in fig. 3. The experimental data were least square

fitted by assuming a function which is the sum of two exponential functions.

The slow decaying component gave the half life of the 53 KeV state Tx ,2 «

16.58 ± 0.17 ns while the fast decaying component gave a half life of the

order of 1 ns most probably a contribution from the decay of 1S9Pt. The

prompt time distribution curve as determined by the use of 175Hf source is

shown in the inset in fig. 3.

The asymmetry ratio R(t,e- 135°) « 7{ft"TTnT calculated from the

measured time spectra for the alternate directions of the magnetic field are

plotted in fig. 4. The solid curve is the least square fit of che experimental

data to the function R(t) =* A Sin2u,t. The data corresponding to the initial

25 ns were not considered in the least square fit as they suffered from prompt

contribution coming from the decay of I99Pt, The prompt time resolution in

this experiment was approximately 5.5 ns (FWKM) as compared to the experiment

for the life time measurement, 2,9 ns (WFHM), This was due to the use of

larger detectors as well as rather long light guides coupled to the detectors

and photomultiplies. The resulting value of the Larmor frequency w. is 40,3 t

1.2 MHz and the calculated g-factor is 0.335 ± 0.010.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS:

The 19/I't ground state has variously been assigned a spin 1/2 or

3/2 .Haverfield et al 1 8 however ruled out the possibility of 3/2 based upon

their measurement of the decay properties of the 279 KeV y~ray in 197Au. The

half life of the 399 KeV state in 197Pt as determined by these authors from

the 346 KeV and 279 KeV yrays are 94 min and 99 min respectively. They Tli£

refore placed an upper limit on the 197Pt ground state feeding of the 279 KeV

5/2~ level in I97Au as < 0.01Z and justified the assignment for the 197Pt

ground state as 1/2 . The present measurement shows that both the 346 KeV

and 279 K«JV y-rays decay with the same half life of 95.4 min suggesting an

almost negligible feeding of the 279 KeV level of 197Au and therefore further

confirms that the correct assignment for the l97Pt ground state is 1/2 rather

than 3/2 .

Two earlier measurements of the half life of the 53 KeV state .ire

by Malmslcog6 (T , = 18.5 ± 1.5 ns) and Gerdan et al7 (T . - 16.5 ± 1.5 nc).

These measurements although agree with each other with in the experimental

errors, they have nearly 1C% error in the value of the half life itself. Vic

therefore decided to rcmuasure this half life and obtained a more precise

value T , =• 16.51! ± 0.17 ns. The improved precision in the value of the naif

life obtained in the present experiment is essentially due to a better ti'.ie

calibration through the use of ORTEC 462 time calibrator.

The uirts differential experiment, in addition to yielding the fre_

quency of interaction also gives information on the amplitude or the effective

anisotropy observed which must be satisfactorily accounted for.The theoretical

angular correlation coefficient for the 346 - 53 KeV cascade, A22 = 0.2207,

after appropriate solid angle corrections reduces to a value 0.170 which i:;

approximately equal to the observed A22 (cxp.) « 0.166 ± 0,015. This ri-snlt

is in agreement with the expectations since the platinum metal lias n ruf>ic

structure and therefore no quadvupole interaction should be present to infl_u

ence the A22 value. In addition the results show that those is no .significant

radiation damage caused by the repeated neutron irradiation of the samples.

QUASIPARTICLE - VIBRATION COUPLING CALCULATIONS:

The quasiparticle-phonon coupling scheme used by Kir,elinear and

Sorentcn" was generated from the short range pairing plus long range qundmpolc
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residual interaction. Here we start directly from the Bohr-Mottelson19 parti

de-vibrator coupling which is equivalent. In this approach the odd-N nucleus

is treated as consisting of a core (even-even neighbour) capable of collective

surface vibrations coupled to an extra-core neutron which has several single-

particle levels available. The partial occupancy of the single-particle shell

is accounted for by means of quasiparticle formulatioi.

The total Hamiltonian of the coupled system is given by

H - H + H + H . „c sp m t

where H and H are the Hamiltonians associated with the harmonic quadrupole

fields of the Pt core and the motion of extra-core neutron in an effective

spherical potential respectively. H. represents the core-particle intera£

tion energy and is given by the expression

"int - *

Here b (b ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of the vibrational field,

Y (0,0) is the normalized spherical harmonic of the angular coordinate of

the particle, k(r) is the coupling strength and 0 is the quadrupole deformation

parameter of the core nucleus.

The eigenvectors of the coupled system |aj,NR;IM> are chosen as the

basis states. Here a represents the quantum numbers of the particle with the

exception of the angular momentum j; R is the angular momentum of the N-phonon

state; Í • R + j is the total angular momentum of the coupled system with z

component M.

The matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian are given by

<aj,NR;IM[Hintla
lj,N'Rl;IM> -

\ j 2 j'\jj R j
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where K • <n£|k(r) [ n 1 ^ is the matrix element of k(r) between the single-

-particle states and U?(V?) represents the non-occupation (occupation) proba_

bilities for the state j.

The eigenvectors of tne Hamiltonian are expressed as a linear combi

nation of the basis states; i.e.

|E,IM> - E C. „ (E)|aj,NR,IM>
jNR J» N' R

where C. „ _(E) are the expansion coefficients and E the eigenvalues. The ma
J»N,K —

trix elements of the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole operators are ex_

pressed in the form

, eff . . eff _v . 2(e A • e y B) efm2

g E)

here e e • 0.5e and e e • 2.5e are the effective single-neutron and vibra

tor charge respectively and g^ » Z/A • 0.4, g- • 0 and ge «0.7 g r e e--2.68

are the respective effective gyromagnetic ratios16. The quantities A, 8, C, D

and E are calculated using the wavefunctions obtained by diagonalization.

In the present calculations the neutron quasiparticles in Pt nuclei

are assumed to occupy the 2 f . , li,,/2? 3p,/2»
 2*s/2 and ^pi/2 orb*tals* Tlie

.values of the single-particle energies were taken from the work of Kisslinger

and Sorensenls(e(2f7/2)-0.0, c(li, j / a) - 0.72, E(T» J / 2) - 1.A5, e(f5/2) - 1-78

and E(PJ . ) - 2.35 in units of MeV).

The value for the phonon energy ftu • 0.35 MeV of the core vibration

is the experimental energy of the first 2 state in the neighbouring >9*Pt

nucleus20. The deformation parameter $ • 0.125 is taken from the experimental

data21. A fixed value of K • 30 MeV was assumed for the radial matrix el£

mentB. The energy gap (A) was determined by fulfilling the requirement that
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it should reproduce the experimental even-odd mass differences.

We limit our discussion only to the lowest l/2~ and 5/2~ states

in I97Pt. The corresponding wave fuctions are,

0.670|pl/2,00> • 0.522|f5/2,12> + 0.464|pj/2,12>

0.180|f7/2,24> + 0.130|p,/2,22>

0.93l|f5/2,00> + 0.290|p1/2,12> + 0.156|p,/2,12>

from these one immediately sees that the one quasiparticle and collective d£

grees of freedom are strongly mixed up in the low-lying states of 197Pt.

As g» • 0 the relevant quantities for the magnetic properties are

only C and E, which for the |5/2~i> state are C»0.114 yN and E • - 0.137 uN>

The corresponding magnetic dipole moment is 0.860 yN in very good agreement

with the measured value (0.837 ± 0.025) i^.

The one quasiparticle and collective contribution to the matrix ele_

ment <5/2~i | |M(E2) | |l/2**i> are incoherent their numerical values being

A - - 0.41 efmz and B - 4.93 efm2

The calculated B(E2; 5/2" -• l/2~) value is 12.9 Weiscopf units while the

measured value is 10.6 ± 1.1 in the same units7.

In table 1 are summarised the results of the present work for the

first 5/2** state in 197Pt. For comparision we have also included in this table

th« rtltvant information available for the similar 5/2~ state in >9SPt, 197Hp,

and 199Hg. A remarkable similarily in the value of g-factor in all the four

nuclei is immediately observed. In addition the enhancement factor for the

B(C2; 5/2 •* 1/2 ) transition is also of the same order of magnitude for all

th« nuclei. We also attempted similar calculations for the 195Pt, 197Hg and
I9fHg nuclei and the results are presented in table 1. It can be seen that the
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agreement between the calculated and experimental values for the g-factor and

B(E2) is quite reasonable in all the cases.

CONCLUSIONS:

As pointed out earlier a recent measurement has shown that the qua_

drupolemoment of the first 5/2 state in 197Hg is more than a factor of ten

smaller in value than that of the corresponding state in 199Hg9. Moreover

the Q 5/ 2" in
 197Hg is negative22 whereas it is positive23 in 199Hg. It might

be quite interesting to investigate whether such a drastic change in the value

of Q./,~ also occurs in going from l95Pt to I97Pt. The present result has

demonstrated that a TDPAC experiment can be performed in 197Pt with a reasonable

success. On the other hand a Mossbauer experiment is feasible in the case of
1'$Pt. It is therefore possible in principle to obtain the quadrupole coupling

constant for the 5/2~ state in 195Pt and 197Pt and if the measurements can be

made in the same noncubic matrix the ratio of the coupling constants would

furnish the quadrupolemoment ratio. Using the 19SPt and 197Pt implanted in

Be, experiments are being planned in our laboratory.

Finally it should be mentioned that although the quasiparticle-phonor.

coupling model reproduces satisfactorily the experimental results for the ma£

netic moment u(5/2") and the B(E2; 5/2" •*• 1/2") values in 195Pt, J97Pt, 197Hg

and 199Hg it does not necessarily mean that the model is an appropriate one.

For example as was the case with the calculations of Kisslinger and Sorensen15

and Fenyes et ai16 our calculations also do not predict the ground state spin

correctly. In order to be more conclusive with respect to the theory, further

experimental and theoretical investigations on the nuclei in this mass region

are necessary.
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TABLE: i

c..:.; properties of the first 5/2" state ir. i 3 5?t, 1 3 7?t, 197!lg and 1 5 9Hg

ENERGY

(KeV)

B(Z2) B('E2J
The;

B(E2)sp E(E2>sp

[;.-£ c-ctor g-factor

Thee, (present) Thee.

t 5?t 130 0.67 ± 0.03i .à ± O.r, 9.5 0.35 -•- O.CA3 i, 405 0.35 1 2

'Pt 53 16.58 i 0.17 10.6 ± 1.1 12.9 0.335 ± 0.010

134 3.066 ± 0.008" 8.6 ± 0.6 8.3 0.342 ± 0.006" C.383 0.4681'-

Hs 158 2.45 ± 0.05" 17.7 ± 1.3 13.8 0.352 t 0.013 0.365 0.4801 2

_
heve been calculated from the known life times, theoretical conversion coefficients (195tl97Pt) and experimental

:t values (I97)193Hg, ref. 1,2). Branching ratio values for the 130 KeV transition in 195Pt vary between 0.049 and 0.084

(ref 1) an average value was used.
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FIGURE CM-TIONS:

Figure 1: The low energy y-xay spectrum in the decay of 1 9 7Pt taken witli a

hyperptire Germanium detector.

Figure 2: The decay curve:; for the 34f> KcV and 279 KcV j'.amnia rays.

Figure 3: The delayed ^amma-ganann coincidence spectrum of the 34f> - 53 KcV

Y~cascade.

Figure 4: Spin precession of Che magnetic moment of the !>'.! KiV «itaLi- in ' i'l

in the external magnetic field of 25.1 kG.
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COINCIDENCES

FIGURA 3
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